Abstract. This paper studies matrix fractional representation for impulse responses of a certain class of infinite-dimensional linear systems which contains, in particular, delay-differential systems. Such impulse responses are called pseudo-rational in this paper. This fractional representation is effectively used to derive concrete function space models from the abstract shift realizations. Given a fractional representation Q-P, a standard observable realization, analogous to Fuhrmann realizations for finite-dimensional systems, is associated to it. A new notion of coprimeness called approximate left coprimeness is introduced, and it is shown that the standard observable realization associated to the representation Q-l, p is canonical if and only if Q and P are approximately left coprime. Some examples are discussed to illustrate the relationships among various coprimeness concepts that have appeared in the literature.
1. Introduction. Consider an impulse response matrix A(t) whose Laplace transform is not necessarily rational. A( ')u(7") dz under the hypothesis that the initial state is zero. Following the general framework given in [6] , [18] , let us assume that the present time is zero and that we observe outputs after time zero corresponding to inputs applied before time zero. In this case, (1.1) takes the form y(t) I A( ')u(') dr. This correspondence fA U(" )--> y(" is called the input/output map associated with the impulse response matrix A. One of the central observations in abstract realization theory [6] is that we can obtain the canonical state space by separating the time-axis as above and considering the "sections" of the input/output pair at zero, that is, taking the equivalence classes obtained by identifying the inputs that induce the same outputs (see [6] for details).
To put it more precisely, let II be the space of inputs having compact support in (-, 0] (that is, each input should be applied only for a finite time period). Let F denote the space of outputs observed on [0, This realization framework was first introduced for discrete-time linear systems of Kalman (see, e.g., [6] ), and has been used as a basis for a number of algorithms (e.g., [6] , [13] ). It also gives rise to a concrete state space representation, once a representation (e.g., a fractional representation for the transfer matrix) for fa is given and the finite-dimensionality of l/kerfa is guaranteed [5] , [6] .
Analogous approaches for continuous-time systems have been pursued by a number of authors [4] , [7] , [9] , 18]. However, although most natural from the abstract point of view, a concrete representation for shift realizations, naturally associated with the theory of differential equations, has not been obtained when the finite-dimensionality is not guaranteed. The present paper attacks this problem by introducing a fractional representation for impulse response matrices. After fixing the basic realization framework, we shall introduce in 2 a particular type of fractional representations for impulse response matrices. Roughly speaking, they consist of Schwartz distributions having compact support contained in (-o, 0]. We say that an impulse response matrix A is pseudorational if it can be written as A Q-I[o, ) for matrices with such entries. The precise definition will be introduced in 2. It is seen that this class contains the class of delay-differential systems, retarded or neutral. We then associate to such a representation an observable realization (denoted E) similar to the Fuhrmann observable realization [5] The following spaces of distributions will be extensively used in the sequel. As usual, @(R) denotes the space of C-functions on (-oe, oo) with compact support; its dual space @'(R) is the space of all distributions on (-co, oo). We set g'(R-) as the space of distributions having compact support in (-oe, 0]; the Dirac distribution 8 at the origin, its derivative 8', the Dirac distribution 8_a(a > 0) at point -a, etc., are examples of elements in g'(R-). Let @_(R) (often abbreviated as _) denote the space of distributions having support bounded on the left. Clearly g"(R-) is a subspace of _.
For a@'+, l(a) denotes the greatest lower bound of its support, i.e., /(a):= inf{t supp a} ([9] Although this canonical realization is certainly topologically observable, it is not necessarily topologically observable in bounded time. This means that a long time period, depending on each state, may be required to determine whether the initial state is close to zero. This is undesirable, and the notion of topological observability in bounded time is introduced to avoid this difficulty. However, not all input/output maps admit a realization that is topologically observable in bounded time, and this is one reason why it is difficult to obtain a concrete representation for the canonical state space imfa. to have a much simpler structure in this case. In order to give a condition for T-boundedness, we now introduce the concept of pseudo-rationality as follows. DEFINITION 2.5. Let A be an impulse response matrix. A (or its associated input/output map fa) is said to be pseudo-rational if A can be written in the form A= 7r(Q-l,P) for some pxp and pxm matrices Q and P with entries in g'(R-) such that (det Q)-exists in _, supp Q-1 c [0, oo), and ord (det Q)-I= -ord (det Q), where ord a denotes the order of distribution a [15] . Remark 2.6. In many cases in which Q-1 and A are functions, we can write simply A Q-i, p, without the truncation zr. Example 2.7. As is well known [8] , the impulse response of a delay-differential system (retarded or neutral) with constant coefficients can be expressed as the fraction of polynomials in distributions of type 6', 6-a, (ai > 0). Therefore, this class of impulse responses are pseudo-rational. It is also easy to see that the impulse responses of systems containing distributed delays are pseudo-rational. Another example is an impulse response that has bounded support.
The notion of pseudo-rationality is related to T-boundedness as follows. THEOREM 2.8. Let A zr(Q-* P) be a pseudo-rational impulse response matrix. Then A is T-bounded for any T greater than -/(det Q).
For the proof, see [20] . This theorem means that, for a pseudo-rational impulse response, we can take, as a canonical state space, imfAItO.T], which is a Hilbert space, rather than im fA, which is primarily only a Fr6chet space. Therefore, it is natural to expect that computation of the canonical realization is easier for a pseudo-rational impulse response. Indeed, the following result holds. THEOREM 2.9. Let A 7r(Q-*P) be pseudo-rational. Then the canonical state space im fA is a closed subspace of xQ:={')/EFP; 7r(Q* y) 0}
where 7r( Q * 3/)= 0 must be understood in the sense of distributions.
To make the discussion on X precise, we need to define the convolution of a E '(R-) and/3 '[0, o). This is given in the Appendix.
To prove Theorem 2.9, we need the following lemma. LEMMA 2.10. X is a closed subspace of F p.
Proof. Suppose that xnX and xn->x in F p. Then r(Q*xn)->er(Q*x) in @'[0, oo) by the continuity of zr and by the separate continuity of convolution [15] . Thus 7r(Q * x)= 0, and hence x belongs to X Proof of Theorem 2.9. Take any to fl". Then 
The system equation is (3.2) dx= Fx + Gu( t), dt (3.3) y Hx.
Proof Since X is closed under ,, &, constitutes a semigroup in X .T hat is a well-defined system can be shown as in [18] . The system is clearly topologically observable. Thus we need only to prove that is a realization of A. For sufficiently smooth u, we have
If an input u e " is applied under the assumption that the initial state is zero before the application of the input, then we have This shows that the impulse response of this system is A, and hence E is a realization of A. This shows that the system E is topologically observable in bounded time T. In particular, the state space X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space.
We then have the following corollary. COROLLARY 3.7. (i) The semigroup 6-, in X has at most exponential growth.
(ii) Every x(z) X (3.13) . This can be done by a repeated application of (3.12). To compute the infinitesimal generator F of the free transition in R2x L:[0, 1], we must shift 2'1 (t) by e, compute the differences {,.y,-y,}le, {(y,) (1) (y,)( 1)}/e, and then take the limits as e-0 (see Fig. 1 Q-',P,w.+R.,Q,=Q-,P,S.,Q,:+R,,Q,y Q-' ,(P, S, + Q, R,), Q, Y--> Y.
Therefore,
x rY lim {r(Q-'*P*w.)+r(Rn*Q*Y)} lim {r(Q-'*P*w.)+r(R.*r(Q*r))} lim r(Q-'* P*w.)= lim fa(w.).
This shows that x im fa. would not belon to "(R-), so a must be zero. Thus det D d6. Conversely, if D is thus, X Q, X Q clearly follows. 13 5. Some examples. In this section we discuss various coprimeness conditions in terms of delay-differential systems.
The following example shows that left coprimeness over '(R-) does not necessarily imply left coprimeness over a subalgebra L even if Q and P have entries in L.
Example 5.1. Let us take the same example as Example 3.8:
z=e" for si =-1, Z "--1, which would be impossible if the pair were left coprime over R [s, z] . Now note that Zl -1 is impossible if we return to the original interpretation z e', so that this choice (Sl, Zl) is meaningless when we consider (Q, P) as a pair over g'(R-).
However, the pair (Q, P) is left coprime over g"(R-). To show this, let us solve the following equation over g'(R-) (written in terms of Laplace transforms): give rise to a solution to Q, R + P, S 8/, and (Q, P) is left coprime over '(R-). --
The model (5.9) contains a distributed input term, and does not fall into the scope of M-models. Observe also that this canonical realization is clearly internally stable with decay rate faster than any exponentials, whereas the M2-realization corresponding to Fig. 3 is not even BIBO stable (observation due to E. W. Kamen [22] , [23] [17] , and others have studied various coprimeness notions over the ring of stable transfer functions for the study of input/output stability and feedback stabilizability. Neither our framework nor theirs properly contains the other. While their approaches are focused on the input/output analysis and synthesis, ours is more appropriate for realization. Khargonekar [10] studied left coprimeness over a commutative ring and derived its relationship to Fuhrmann realizations over a commutative ring. The difference between the present approach based on the convolution algebra '(R-) and the polynomial ring approach is as discussed in 5.
Appendix. We give a precise definition of the convolution of a '(R-) and / '[0, ).
It is easy to see that the inclusion mapping j: 9[0, c),--> (R) is not only an injection but also a topological homomorphism. Hence its adjoint, namely rr, is clearly surjective by the Hahn-Banach Theorem. Now take any a '(R-) and fl 9'[0, c).
then there exists an extension/3 @'(R) (actually it can be taken in _(R)) such that r(fl) ft. We define the convolution rr(a*fl) 9'[0, c) by
rr(a */3) := (a */3,).
To show that this formula is well defined, let us prove the following lemma. Now suppose that r(/l)-zr(fl2). We need to show that r(a*/31) r(a * f12). Since r(/31-/3)=0, supp(/J-fl2) is contained in (-,0] , and hence so is supp (a (/3-f12) ). Now the lemma above implies that r(a * (fl -/32)) 0, and hence (a*fl) r(a*flz). Thus (A1)is well defined.
In particular, we have the following lemma. LEMMA A3. r(a * zrfl) r(a * fl), a '(R-), fl @. Proof The proof is obvious since/3 itself is an extension of rfl. The proof is obtained from the standard form for Fourier transforms [15] , [16] by replacing the 
